Abstract-Current anonymity techniques for mobile opportunistic networks typically use obfuscation algorithms to hide node's identity behind other nodes. These algorithms are not well suited to sparse and disconnection prone networks with large number of malicious nodes and new opportunistic, adaptive. So, new, opportunistic, adaptive fully localized mechanisms are needed for improving user anonymity. This paper proposes reputation aware localized adaptive obfuscation for mobile opportunistic networks that comprises of two complementary techniques: opportunistic collaborative testing of nodes' obfuscation behaviour (OCOT) and multidimensional adaptive anonymisation (AA). OCOT-AA is driven by both explicit and implicit reputation building, complex graph connectivity analytics and obfuscation history analyses. We show that OCOT-AA is very efficient in terms of achieving high levels of node identity obfuscation and managing low delays for answering queries between sources and destinations while enabling fast detection and avoidance of malicious nodes typically within the fraction of time within the experiment duration. We perform extensive experiments to compare OCOT-AA with several other competitive and benchmark protocols and show that it outperforms them across a range of metrics over a one month real-life GPS trace. To demonstrate our proposal more clearly, we propose new metrics that include best effort biggest length and diversity of the obfuscation paths, the actual percentage of truly anonymised sources' IDs at the destinations and communication quality of service between source and destination.
INTRODUCTION
R APID expansion of free social networking applications and mass scale distribution of user generated content is often contributed to pervasive mobile devices that allow mobile users to generate and consume digital content. Underlying networking protocols [20] , [14] , [17] , [32] , [10] , [16] , [19] , [28] , [27] increasingly provide support for large scale content sharing that utilize both opportunistic networks among mobile devices and connections to cellular network and access points when within their range.
There is a wide range of opportunistic content multimedia sharing systems that have been discussed in the literature such as podcasting [13] or interest based content sharing application for public transportation [15] . For example, bulky nature of multimedia content typically generated by mobile devices when certain events happen or around interesting geographical locations, can benefit from opportunistic networking as useful extension of the core infrastructure because that can carry large amount of traffic on its own [28] . Additionally, these networks have been used to create new applications, such as epidemic voting [10] and social media [10] , [12] . PeopleNet is architecture for information search in a distributed manner [8] . In [9] the authors propose a socio-aware overlay for an opportunistic pub/sub communication service. An interest based city-wide opportunistic content dissemination system has been studied in [16] . Various architectures for email delivery from Internet to and within an opportunistic networking domain were discussed in [17] . In [19] a scalable content dissemination system with dynamic content is discussed that exploits both infrastructure and opportunistic contacts.
Despite offering advantages for mobile users in terms of increased coverage and lower cost, the proposals that include opportunistic forwarding of user data have not yet been widely adopted. One of the key reasons for that is that users are inherently reluctant to interact with strangers or third parties, due to privacy concerns of social networking [20] . Work in [18] , [22] , [30] , [33] , [6] , [21] focuses on how new approaches on improving privacy of users of opportunistic networks by obfuscating their identity, location or adding incentives for good behavior. Newly emerging work [20] proposes a new architecture that addresses the issues of lack of trust, delivery latency, loss of user control, and user privacy by combining the advantages of decentralized storage and opportunistic communications by bridging the gap between the user and the mobile social networking friends who are not in the vicinity of the user. However, none of this work considers adaptive, self-organised privacy where trust levels of nodes can change depending on their behaviour which is the work we do in this paper.
In this paper we explore how to design adaptive reputation aware anonymous overlays in mobile opportunistic networks that manage complex trade-offs between quality of anonymisation of sending nodes and the quality of service the nodes receive (e.g., answers to their queries without being deanonymised). Managing this tradeoff is important as the better the obfuscation of the source ID is, the more difficult it is to identify it and route to it; and thus the success ratio of answered queries decreases and the delays between source and destination increase. We assume that both the number and the distribution of malicious nodes that can reveal source identity can vary, good nodes can at times become malicious and vice versa, the underlying network can get very sparse and the user interests may also change. Because of this, it is important that the anonymisation overlay is responsive to the underlying topology, users' interests and varying number of malicious nodes due to their behavioral changes to significantly improve nodes' anonymity and privacy.
We propose to incorporate novel Opportunistic Collaborative Obfuscation Technique (OCOT) with a flexible multidimensional K-anonymity obfuscation technique AdaptAnon (AA) [22] to identify and build adaptive anonymisation overlays (paths) to hide the source's identity from malicious nodes. OCOT-AA manages to discover malicious and trusted nodes with high accuracy and efficiently while providing high level of communication quality of service between sources and destinations.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Related work is given in the supplementary file. Section 2 describes our threat model and provides high-level overview of privacy and forwarding in our opportunistic network proposal. Section 3 gives overview of a set of heuristics that are at the core of our OCOT-AA proposal and describes our algorithm in detail. Section 4 provides overview of our network model, real-life trace, defines multiple evaluation metrics, describes experiment scenario including benchmark and comparative protocols, and then discusses results from extensive evaluation of OCOT-AA. Section 5 gives conclusions.
The contributions of this paper are multifold and include:
. Identification of new privacy threats implicit in utilizing services in mobile opportunistic networks. . Proposal for opportunistic collaborative obfuscation testing (OCOT) technique that allows intelligent, efficient and accurate fully distributed reputation building based on the nodes' obfuscation behaviour. We define efficiency as the percentage of testing time versus connectivity time between the nodes; it is denoted as ''testing cost''. We define accuracy in terms of how fast the detection of the majority of malicious nodes and trusted nodes is. . Proposal for adaptive anonymisation technique that dynamically combines three types of implicit fully localized heuristics rooted in social complex graph theory that can track anonymisation history of all the nodes, adaptively select suitable anonymisers while taking into account that nodes may provide false information on their own heuristics. We define success of anonymisation in three following ways: percentage of source IDs obfuscated in the destination, maximum best effort achieved length of the obfuscation path (K), and maximum best effort diversity of the nodes in it (D). . Demonstration of practical feasibility of our proposal in terms of identification and mitigation of attacks over real-life trace highly challenged real life trace while preserving high level of communication quality of service.
Our privacy analytics is useful for large-scale and online environmentsVe.g., in our real time obfuscation work [22] we have used live real time GPS traces of San Francisco cabs [2] to show real-time visualisation of anonymisation parameters for AdaptAnon in ONE simulator [25] . We chose this trace as it is currently one of the largest real-world traces available (involving over 540 nodes), spanning over multiple months with consistently highest frequency of movement updates. We envisage that our work can be easily integrated into fast evolving pervasive systems that require self-organising security capabilities driven by predictive patterns of complex dynamic graph theory.
PRIVACY AND FORWARDING IN MOBILE
OPPORTUNISTIC NETWORKS
Threat Model
There is a range of source obfuscation protocols that have been proposed for opportunistic networks with no infrastructure [6] , [18] , [21] , [30] . They differ in how they determine optimal obfuscator by relying on a range of heuristics based on interest or connectivity similarities. Although these metrics are reasonable in a friendly wireless environment, they are not accurate in a hostile scenario and may lead to selecting malicious nodes as forwarders.
The most trivial attack is that malicious node waits passively until other nodes select them as forwarding hops and then obtain their identities. But, to increase the probability of being selected as next hops for forwarding and therefore to improve their chances of revealing the sources' IDs, malicious nodes can advertise false information about their own social network parameters such as centrality, similarity, betweenness, tie-strength, obfuscation history etc. This indirect attack aims to attract the traffic and queries forwarded to them and allows them to identify large number of sources' identities.
Testing the actual obfuscation behaviour of potential obfuscator nodes and assigning obfuscation reputation to them before selecting them is important and reduces the chances of malicious nodes being selected as obfuscators. However there is a range of attacks that can happen while these tests are being carried out. We assume that even the nodes that have been tested and reached a reputation value high enough to be considered ''trusted'' to perform obfuscation can become malicious at any point of time by starting to reveal other nodes' identities. In this paper we will introduce techniques that will opportunistically keep testing the reliability of obfuscation behaviour of all the nodes (those considered to be ''trusted'', malicious and tested). We will discuss a range of specific attacks during and after testing and how OCOT handles them in Section 3.2.
In this work we will not consider network level attacks such as black or grey hole attacks as the attacking nodes target to reveal the identity of the source nodes and not to disrupt their network traffic.
Reputation Aware Adaptive Obfuscation
This section proposes OCOT-AA that combines two complementary techniques: adaptive obfuscation forwarding technique (AdaptAnon (AA) [21] , [22] ) and novel Opportunistic Collaborative Obfuscation Testing (OCOT) technique. OCOT-AA aims to fully locally test obfuscation behaviour of neighbouring nodes, gather and provide evidence of how good reputation in terms of obfuscation behaviour a node has each time before it is selected to be on the obfuscation path. The tested node can ''pass'' the tests and become ''trusted'' only if it gets tested by a certain number of ''friend'' or ''trusted'' nodes and if the result of the aggregated test values exceeds ''Threshold'' (e.g., by using Eigen Vector Reputation Centrality). We describe this in more detail in Section 3.
We refer to opportunistic as the ability of the nodes to test whenever and wherever they can. This is important in the face of potentially sparse and dynamic topologies. We refer to collaborative as to the requirement that the nodes need to collaborate with other nodes to perform the tests of obfuscation behaviour. Collaborative and opportunistic paradigms are typically assumed to be opposites of each other. To the best our knowledge this is the first proposal where we combine these two approaches in the reputation building schemes (depicted in Fig. 1 ).
OCOT-AA exploits dynamic label matching, temporal analysis of contact patterns and intelligent obfuscation to ''hide'' a source node among not only more nodes and but also more diverse nodes which provides stronger anonymity [5] . Section 3.1 introduces in detail our new proposal for OCOT technique while Section 3.2. discusses its robustness and Section 3.3 gives its pseudo code. In Section 3.4 we describe novel flexible, multi-dimensional approach to K-anonymity that enables reputation aware opportunistic identification and selection of the overlay anonymisation nodes to allow for better trade-off management between the maximum best effort length of the obfuscation path and the maximum best effort diversity of the nodes on it while avoiding malicious nodes and not degrading communication success ratio and delays. Fig. 1 shows schematic representation of reputation aware adaptive obfuscation for mobile opportunistic networks (OCOT-AA). OCOT-AA enables a paradigm shift from traditional node anonymity in wireless ad-hoc networks to optimised anonymity with reduced apriori planning via the joint use of testing and reputation building and obfuscation and forwarding.
Depending on where the reputation value is stored, when it is exchanged, and between which nodes, there is a range of possible solutions with different pros and cons. If we consider two radically different scenarios: first, tested node stores all reputation values assigned to it by the testing nodes and shares them when it encounters other nodes; and second, each testing node keeps its view of reputation values it assigns to the nodes it tested and exchanges them with other testing nodes to resolve the final reputation. In the first case, as the tested node stores complete history of its encounters and test results, the reputation building process always converges and the network overhead is low. In the second case, each node has its local view of the encountered nodes' obfuscation behaviours based on its own experience and shares it with the other testing nodes. In this case, different parts of the network may resolve reputation for the same node differently, reputation convergence may be very slow and the network overheads might be very high as all nodes need to aggregate their knowledge by exchanging their information on encountering each other. This fully decentralised reputation building is not suitable for sparse hostile mobile opportunistic networks [34] . We therefore choose to design and build on the assumption of the first scenario where each node stores its reputation data about its own obfuscation behaviour that is signed by the nodes that tested it. We expand on this in Section 3.
REPUTATION AWARE OBFUSCATION TESTING
AND ADAPTIVE ANONYMISATION FOR MOBILE OPPORTUNISTIC NETWORKS
Opportunistic Collaborative Obfuscation Testing
We propose a self-organized reputation management technique coupled with certificate exchange that improves node identity obfuscation in mobile opportunistic networks. Our proposal assumes a set of F ''friends'' certified by the initial CA (e.g., any online social network such as Facebook). These nodes then act as second level CAs themselves and certify the public keys of the ''trusted'' nodes with their own certificates. We refer to the nodes that gained their reputation by performing reliable obfuscation tasks during testing as ''trusted'' nodes. Both ''friends'' and ''trusted'' nodes opportunistically test all other nodes by requesting from them to perform obfuscation of dummy messages where one of the ''trusted'' nodes is the source and the other one is the destination. These tests serve to identify whether nodes perform obfuscation and hide the real ID of the sending node or if they reveal it to the destination. Note that there must be at least two ''testing'' nodes collocated with the ''tested'' node for testing to be possible. When the destination receives a message from the tested node, it sends the ID that the tested node sent to it, back to the source. The functional overview of the OCOT testing scheme is shown in Fig. 2 . Fig. 3 shows hierarchical reputation state changes of nodes: when the node's reputation increases it moves towards the ''trusted'' state and when it decreases: it moves towards ''malicious'' node state. Any unknown node starts with reputation value of 0.1, the increase coefficient is 1 and the decrease coefficient is 4 where the coefficients are weighted by the trust value of the testing node. The reputation value for a ''non-friend'' node cannot go above 0.95 or go below 0. Fig. 3 also shows that ''friend and ''trusted'' nodes can perform testing on ''trusted'' and ''malicious'' nodes but not vice versa.
During the time of testing the tested node does not know if the request for obfuscation is genuine and contains real data or an obfuscation test with dummy data. This is because the sending node may be considered to be the last node on the obfuscation path that aims to deliver the message to the destination with obfuscation path length equal to 1. Even if, after the testing has been completed, the tested node understands that it has been tested (e.g., by statistically analysing the obfuscation requests it received), it cannot change the opinions of the testing nodes. The test results are signed by the testing nodes' private keys and cannot be modified by anyone. On the other hand, if the tested node refuses to participate in the test by either forwarding the data to another destination node different from the destination requested by the sending node, or by refusing to forward the data altogether, the testing nodes will not rank it highly and it will not be able to build its reputation value to become a ''trusted'' node (therefore no node will use it for the real forwarding and obfuscation requests). It is possible that a tested node refuses to store the result of test when it failed to satisfy the obfuscation request. Even though this can bring a short term benefit to the tested node, but the node's reputation will quickly expire below the trusted threshold due to the testing timeout. Note that a node can preserve its ''trusted'' status only by continuously responding correctly to anonymisation requests.
Robustness of Testing in OCOT
One particularly interesting question is how much damage a node that has passed all the tests and became ''trusted'' can do when it decides to stop obfuscating the source nodes, and what mechanisms OCOT provides to minimise the negative impacts of this. OCOT can revoke a ''trusted'' node's reputation in two ways: first the signed keys of the ''trusted'' nodes expire after a relatively short period of time, and second ''friend'' and ''trusted'' nodes keep performing obfuscation tests on the ''trusted'' nodes. If a ''trusted'' node fails a test, the testing node will issue a new certificate to the tested ''trusted'' node in which the testing node will overwrite its reputation value in their certificate to much lower (or zero) reputation values. Note, we do not revoke a node's certificate itself but only modify its reputation value. Consequently, even though an ''untrusted'' node will be able to store its test results to another node, its opinion will not be taken into account.
To account for attacks launched by the ''trusted'' nodes during the testing phase we aggregate reputation values of all involved testing nodes. For example, when a ''friend'' node (with reputation 1) initiates testing with a ''trusted'' node (with reputation 0.8), ''trusted'' node may send false information to the ''friend'' node, the ''friend'' node signs the tested node with the obfuscation results weighted by 0.8 (1 Ã 0.8).
Another critical question refers to how OCOT can prevent the corrupt ''trusted'' node from revealing the reputation results, node IDs and timestamps to the services and to the ''tested'' nodes. To counteract this, in OCOT, the ''friend'' nodes' certificate subject cannot be easily mapped to the ''friend'' node real ID because the ''friend's pseudo ID used in the tests is different from its real ID. We assume that all ''friend'' and ''trusted'' nodes have short term pseudo IDs that can change often (i.e. a node can provide a different pseudo ID for each new test) in addition to its real ID. This means that the compromised ''trusted'' node may be able to determine that node X1 had tested it at time t1 but it will not know who X1 node is.
When there are multiple nodes to be tested in the neighbourhood, OCOT follows either a target based policy, such as the node that is the closest to passing the reputation threshold gets tested first, or age based policy-the one that has been tested the longest time ago gets tested first. In highly challenged environments where the expected connectivity durations are short and the density of nodes is high, it is important to be efficient and test nodes with higher priority first as their involvement in the obfuscation will result in significant difference to the performance of OCOT.
Pseudo Code of OCOT and Mathematical Notation
The pseudo code of the OCOT algorithm is shown in Fig. 4 . It begins with identifying the nodes in the neighbourhood that could perform the testing and those that should be tested (lines 2, 3): The pseudo-code then moves to how the testing nodes are chosen and paired up to test tested nodes. This is important to determine if testing is feasible at a given time and to prevent repetition of sequential coupling of the same testing/tested nodes (lines 5-7, 11-13). We also ensure that we do not test the same node far too often (lines 8-10). When the three nodes that participate in a test are allocated, second part of the code outlines the testing process. It shows how the source of the testing node generates a pseudo ID (line 14), and uses it to initiate a request for obfuscation testing to the selected ''friend'' or ''trusted'' node (line 15). It then initiates a request for obfuscation to the tested node asking it to forward its pseudo ID to the ''trusted''/''friend'' node. It waits for the tested node to perform the anonymisation and for the ''friend''/''trusted'' node to forward the result of the obfuscation back to it (line 16). After it receives the response it generates a value for the Reputation status of the tested node based on its opinion of the tested node performance, signs it digitally and stores the updated Reputation value onto the tested node (lines [17] [18] [19] [20] . This is more formally annotated in Formula (1) 
where T A;B ðUÞ is the present reputation rating of node U by nodes A and B, T
00
A;B ðUÞ is the reputation rating recorded during the previous test. The conditions for the present testing are expressed as if 9 A; B standing for the availability of ''trusted'' testing nodes A and B, and if P T 0 ! I T 0 representing the time period since the previous testing P T 0 as longer or equal to the pre-configured testing period I T . The length of the testing period can play significant role in the performance of our proposed approach. We discuss this in detail and present graphs in the supplementary file which is available in the Computer Society Digital Library at http:// doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/265.
Obfuscation and Forwarding
As the accuracy of the test results is more important for obfuscation testing than the time factor, we use the average values of weighted reputation results without discounting histories. Thus we resolve reputation as the weighted sum of all opinions divided by the total number of nodes as
where T i is opinion of the node i for the reputation value of node m, and w i is the weight of this opinion that depends on the reputation value that node i has at the time of signing node m's reputation value, and v is the total number of nodes that tested node m. The minimum required number of testing nodes, 8, has been experimentally determined to achieve best trade-off between quality of anonymisation and quality of service. When the reputation values are updated and before the source forwards its request to the service, the source initiates obfuscation process that aims to hide its identity by enabling opportunistic identification and selection of the trusted anonymisation overlay. This overlay manages complex trade-offs between reliability, length of the obfuscation path and the diversity of the nodes on it while not degrading success ratio and delays. Prioritisation of overlay nodes is based first on their reputation values, and then on connectivity patterns, and interest profile similarity, and anonymisation history. More detailed discussion on our obfuscation heuristics is given in the supplementary file but here we give a brief overview of three main classes of heuristics: 1) locally evaluated heuristics driven by the network topology and contact history analysis include nodes' ''betweenness'' centrality [1] , [11] , social ''similarity'' [1] , [11] , and tie strength relationships [1] , [11] , between the nodes; 2) heuristics driven by interest and user profile analysis include the degree of profiles' similarity nodes share when they meets based on the number of matched profile attributes versus the number of total attributes (L), denoted as LabelSimilarity
3) Combining social connectivity driven and profile driven metrics allows OCOT-AA to increase the length of the anonymisation path (K) compared to using only one of these two metrics alone because it allows more options for the selection of the next hop anonymisation node. However this can still result in predictable choices of the nodes in the anonymisation layer and thus have negative impact on the anonymisation quality. To counterbalance the decidability of the previous two heuristics, we propose the third type of heuristics that is driven by the analytics of the anonymisation history performed by every node and for every potential anonymising node. This allows OCOT-AA to increase the diversity of the nodes in the K overlay to improve the utilisation of the overlay nodes. Each node calculates the ratio of the number of times the next hop has been used by the given origin and by all other sources to be able to make less greedy decisions
Each node also keeps the ratio of the number of times the next hop has been on the anonymisation path for the particular Service and has been used for all other services ServiceRatio ðSÞ ¼ ServiceAnonRqstðSÞ S j2S ServiceAnonRqstðjÞ :
Finally, each node keeps track of the ratio of the number of times the next hop has been used to anonymise this source for this service, and the number of times it has anonymised other nodes for this service ServiceNodeRatio ðN; SÞ ¼ NodeAnonRqstðNÞ \ ServiceAnonRqstðSÞ j j ServiceAnonRqstðSÞ j j : (6) Note that in this paper we assume equal weights between heuristics but it is also possible to use different weighing models to prioritise some criteria over the others if that is suitable. As we assume unfriendly environments with varying percentage of malicious nodes, OCOT constantly re-evaluates the nodes trust values and ranks them so it results in most accurate and least predictable chosen nodes. Each node scans the neighbourhood and performs testing as described in Fig. 3 and ranks the nodes according to their reputation values. Only if a node is a ''trusted'' node, i.e. its reputation value exceeds the predefined reputation threshold it may be selected as a next hop for obfuscation. After it has been determined that a node is a ''trusted'' node, forwarding is described in more detail and pseudo code is listed in the supplementary file available online.
EVALUATION METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS

Network Scenario
Mobile opportunistic networks enable mobile users to participate in various social interactions with applications such as content distribution and micro-blogs. Mobile opportunistic networks allow direct one-hop communications between devices carried by people or vehicles while on the move. In this way the nodes are involved in participatory interactions with their surrounding without having to rely on wireless infrastructure. Because of their open and distributed nature, securing user interactions relies rather on trust than hard cryptography [4] , [19] , [31] , [32] . Trust in this context is typically based on past users' interactions and behaviour such as in reputation systems relying on ratings that may be based on ''belonging'' to online social networks and on other users opinions. For example social online networks are utilized where a set of nodes coming from the same online social network is assumed to explicitly trust each other. By leveraging the social online networks for secure pairing of online nodes with wireless nodes, we propose to use social trust bootstrapping that cannot be compromised together with implicit reputation management that relies on nodes obfuscation behaviour, connectivity and interest analytics. As the nodes in mobile opportunistic networks can use only the nodes they encounter for data transmission the connectivity analysis (rather than mobility) is key to how much data nodes can communicate with the others. [32] defines connectivity duration, isolation duration and average number of neighbours as key metrics that influence communication feasibility and quality in these networks.
Previous research has performed comparisons of various real-life traces and identified substantial differences in connection duration, isolation duration, and number of neighbours. San Francisco Cab Trace [2] has been shown to be the most challenging trace with very short connectivity durations [1] , very long isolation time [1] and low number of neighbours [1] compared to other social traces (such as Sassy [7] and Infocom [14] ). For example, SF Cab [2] traces exhibit predominantly short contact durations (a mean of 31 sec) while Infocom 2006 displays substantially longer contact durations (a mean of 3 min). In this work we choose to focus on reporting on SF traces as most challenging dataset currently available.
Real Life Data Set Description and Analysis
We performed extensive evaluation of OCOT-AA in ONE [25] using live GPS traces of 540 San Francisco cabs, logged approximately every 10 seconds, over a period of 30 days. We downloaded the most recent at the time of writing traces for the period of September 20th 2012 to October 20th 2012 via the Cabspoting.org API. These traces are part of the Cabspotting project [2] that aim to infer and visualise Taxi Cab collocation information from GPS coordinates in the San Francisco Bay Area. We have assumed that two cabs are collocated if their physical distance is less than 50 meters and used a time interval of 60 seconds. This trace has shown to exhibit long periods of disconnections, short periods of connectivity and islands of connectivity that are rarely populated by more than two nodes.
Evaluation Metrics/Criteria
We perform evaluation across ten metrics described below.
We first analyse the efficiency of OCOT to better understand what costs in terms of traffic and delays it imposes to the obfuscation and forwarding. It is very important that testing does not take negative impact on the data traffic during the connectivity times by taking large proportion of connectivity time and resources for testing. Similarly, given potentially highly sparse topology, it is crucial that the malicious nodes are discovered quickly. Our experiments show both high efficiency in terms of testing resources and high speed of discovering the malicious and trusted nodes. This is due to our reputation converging very fast and being accurate. We use five different metrics: number of tests performed, trusted and malicious detection rate, testing cost, detection rate and number of different nodes performing testing, achieved K and D versus sparseness of topology to show effectiveness and accuracy of our proposal. These metrics are discussed in detail in the supporting file. In this paper we define five core metrics for evaluating effectiveness of OCOT-AA that includes: success ratio and delays of answered queries, length and diversity of the anonymisation path (K and D) and failure rate. We define D as
where Kp t is the set of nodes on the K path at the time of a query and Kp Dt is the set of the node the K path at the time of the next query. We define anonymisation failure as the real identity of the source getting revealed to the destination. We define failure rate as
where M f is the number of messages with failed obfuscation and M t is the total number of messages delivered to destination.
Experiment Set up and Comparison with Benchmark and State of the Art Protocols
During experiments, when we analyse the influence of changing numbers and distribution of malicious nodes, we keep percentage of ''friend'' nodes to 5 percent while we increase percentage of malicious nodes with the following steps of increase: 5 percent, 10 percent, 20 percent, 30 percent and 40 percent. We argue that this choice of scenarios allows us to test our protocol in a range of different scenarios which is important as they can be applicable to the real world scenarios. We perform comparative analysis of OCOT-AA and two other competitive protocols SRR [19] , where trust is assumed between nodes belonging to same social communities, and SimBetTS [11] , where trust is based the similarity of social connectivity between nodes. To allow fair comparison, we extend SRR and SimBetTS to support obfuscation in the nodes that are elected to be on an anonymisation path by the source. We show that OCOT-AA manages highly dynamic trade-offs between directionality and diversity, as well as anonymity and quality of service. We show that explicit testing is essential for high levels of anonymity and assumptions of implicit trust conveyed in utilising online social networks or similarity of opportunistic contacts based analysis can be damaging as it results in high levels of failed anonymisation.
Results
Success Ratio and Delay
Fig . 5 shows the success ratio over increased number of queries. AdaptAnon [21] has the highest success ratio, followed closely by SimBetTS and OCOT-AA 5 percent M, OCOT-AA 10 percent M OCOT-AA 20 percent M. OCOT-AA 30 percent M OCOT-AA 40 percent M and SRR [19] manage less than half the success ratio compared to the first three. AdaptAnon performs the best because it utilises two (social and encounter-based) mechanisms to determine the next anonymising node on its path. SimbetTS is second because it efficiently exploits the high degree of encounter similarity over SF taxi trace that has social complex graph properties. OCOT-AA 5 percent M follows as its testing method allows it to monitor obfuscation behaviour and detect malicious nodes quickly and find paths that are similar to AdaptAnon's and Simbets's. We observe that OCOT-AA 10 percent M, OCOT-AA 20 percent M, OCOT-AA 30 percent M, OCOT-AA 40 percent M achieve success ratios that are inversely proportional to the percentages of malicious nodes. SRR manages the worst success ratios as it cannot detect and utilise nodes that have matching social roles in a sparse topology. are only about 400 seconds above SimBetTS for low sending rates and about 800 seconds above for high sending rates. They manage performance about 800 seconds below OCOT-AA 40 percent M, OCOT-AA 30 percent M, and OCOT-AA 20 percent M for low sending rates and are nearly the same as them for high sending rates. OCOT adds only less than 5 min compared to the anonymisation protocols without testing, has similar delay to epidemic benchmark routing protocol without any anonymisation and is better than random walk This shows that delays between sources and destinations are mainly due to the sparse and disconnected underlying topology rather than the testing and intelligent anonymisation that OCOT-AA employs. SRR [19] manages the lowest K while SimBetTS [11] a higher than it but still lower than OCOT-AA 40 percent M. This is because SimBetTS has more opportunities to choose from when selecting the anonymisation nodes compared to SRR but still less opportunity than OCOT-AA 40 percent M whose efficient testing stage allows it to choose a diversity of next hops. Fig. 7 shows the diversification factor of various percentages of malicious nodes over increasing number of queries. AdaptAnon manages the highest D because it specifically considers intelligent anonymisation that prevents it from over-utilising the same nodes for the anonymisation path. Next follow all OCOT-AA protocols as they manage to accurately and timely identify malicious nodes and are able to avoid them by using other nodes effectively.
We observe that all OCOT-AA protocols achieve very similar level of D that range between 65 percent and 75 percent for low sending rates and between 40 percent and 55 percent for high sending rates. AA 5 percent M has the highest level of diversification within them. Because SimBetTS and SRR use only contact and social role similarity respectively they manage low diversification of 61 percent and 52 percent for low sending rates and 21 percent and 15 percent for high sending rates. This is about two to five times less than what AdaptAnon achieves, and 40 percent to 30 percent lower than OCOT-AA with 40 percent malicious nodes.
Number of Tests Performed and Failed Anonymisation
We have analysed the total number of test performed over 30 days across 540 cabs for increasing number of malicious nodes. As the number of discovered ''trusted'' nodes increases, increasing number of nodes have the opportunity to perform testing and the total number of tests grows. We observed that the average number of tests per hour, per car ranges from 38 to 130. This is reasonable frequency of testing in the face of unknown number and distribution of malicious nodes. Fig. 9 shows percentage of failed source rate of anonymisation for AdaptAnon [21] and OCOT-AA over time of 30 days in the presence of various percentages of ''friend'' nodes. For the purpose of clear analyses note that we fix the number of malicious nodes to 5 percent and that is the reason for the failure rates not being above 5 percent. We observe that for OCOT-AA there is no significant difference in the percentage of de-obfuscated nodes when the number of ''friends'' change but that there is a steep learning curve of the nodes that accurately detect malicious nodes and are able to avoid them as the time progresses (the failure rates drop from around 3 percent to 1 percent). For AdaptAnon (OCOT-AA without testing) we observe failed anonymisation rate that is proportional to the percentage of the malicious nodes we consider here. This is due to calculating failed anonymisation percentage as average per day across all nodes that are highly likely to meet all the malicious nodes. Fig. 10 shows the percentage of failed anonymisation for OCOT-AA and AdaptAnon [23] over the one month period and in the face of increasing proportion of malicious nodes. We define failed anonymisation as the real ID of the source being revealed to the destination. For OCOT-AA, we observe that scenario of OCOT-AA with 5 percent malicious nodes has around 3 percent of failure in the early stages of learning but quickly drops to 1 percent while OCOT-AA 40 percent malicious nodes scenario starts with failure rates of 5.2 percent but drops to 4 percent. This is because at all times OCOT-AA performs testing to detect and avoid malicious nodes. OCOT-AA 10 percent, 20 percent and 30 percent lie in between. This shows that our testing stage is efficient as the nodes reputation values are resolved quickly but also that the OCOT-AA is efficiently hiding the real source IDs for very different percentages of malicious nodes and at different stages of learning. The only reason for failure is when nodes with previous high reputation values turn malicious and fail to anonymise but their reputation status has not expired fast enough. This is a reasonable trade-off between dramatically increasing testing cost versus decreasing 1 percent or 2 percent of anonymisation failure rates. Without testing, we show that AdaptAnon has much higher percentage of failed anonymisation ranging from 5 percent to 40 percent for increasing number of malicious nodes. This is due to AdaptAnon not being aware of malicious nodes and experiencing average anonymisation failure for all nodes proportional to the percentage of malicious nodes in the topology.
CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a novel reputation aware obfuscation framework (OCOT-AA) for mobile opportunistic networks that integrates to novel techniques: multi criteria fully distributed intelligent anonymisation and opportunistic collaborative obfuscation testing. OCOT-AA allows successful source anonymisation even in the presence of large number of malicious nodes in the network. We assume that malicious nodes can intercept the messages from the senders while they are on their multi-hop path from the source to the destination and reveal sources' identity. Because, we assume that any node can become malicious at any time, our testing technique is fully localised and allows testing of any node by two nodes as long as they are trusted above a certain threshold. We use three types of implicit heuristics for intelligent anonymisation that allows responsiveness to the underlying topology, social interests and history of anonymisation behaviour. OCOT-AA manages high detection rate and avoidance of malicious nodes in the face of varying levels of malicious nodes and varying node degree centrality while it manages long anonymisation path, high diversification of anonymisation nodes, success ratios of delivered messages and low delays. We compare OCOT-AA to benchmark algorithms that exploit underlying connectivity analysis and social roles for building the ''trusted obfuscation path'' and analyse the impact of malicious node on four protocols with different decision making criteria for building the anonymisation path for sparse mobile environments. We show that OCOT-AA manages better trade-off and achieves better results in terms of ten criteria compared to other benchmark and competitive protocols. . For more information on this or any other computing topic, please visit our Digital Library at www.computer.org/publications/dlib.
